Time Inc. is one of the largest branded media companies in the world. The company reaches more than 130 million people globally each month across multiple platforms, with influential brands like Time, People, Sports Illustrated, InStyle, Real Simple, Travel + Leisure and Food & Wine. Time Inc. is home to celebrated events and franchises including the Fortune 500, Time 100, People's Most Beautiful, Sports Illustrated's Sportsman of the Year, Essence Festival in New Orleans and the Food & Wine Classic in Aspen, Travel + Leisure World's Best Awards and Decanter World Wine Awards.

The Time Inc. fellowship program, based in Birmingham, AL, offers recent college graduates the opportunity to gain experience at some of our most popular brands including Southern Living, Coastal Living, Cooking Light, MyRecipes.com and Oxmoor House. We offer a number of fellowship opportunities that are customized for specific brands and roles across the company. All of our fellowship positions are paid and the program runs from June to May of the following year. If you're looking for a job at Time Inc., the fellowship program is our number one source of hiring for entry-level roles.

Want to join us in one of the roles below? In your application, indicate the brand and role you consider your top choice. You can visit timeinc.com/careers/internships for more information. We will only consider recent graduates.

**ADVERTISING SALES** ● An immersion in client-facing advertising and marketing engineering with high quality and a customer focus.

**COPY** ● Assist our copy desk with fact-checking and proofing stories on multiple platforms. Work across multiple brands on exciting projects.

**EDITORIAL** ● Create content for brands like Coastal Living, Southern Living, Cooking Light, Oxmoor House and MyRecipes.com through writing, graphics or design. Fellowship opportunities are available for both digital and print.

**MARKETING** ● Develop “big idea” concepts for advertisers by conceptualizing and writing marketing proposals in response to RFPs for individual Time Inc. brands.

**PHOTO** ● Work alongside a vibrant, collaborative team to create visual content for an array of our iconic brands. A thorough understanding of camera systems is a must.

**TEST KITCHEN** ● Work in the Time Inc. Food Studios, a state-of-the-art facility powered by a talented team of test kitchen professionals, stylists, and photographers. Produce world class recipes, images and related content for Time Inc’s print, cookbook, digital and social platforms.

**VIDEO** ● Shoot on a DSLR (or an iPhone), edit footage using Adobe Premiere & After Effects, schedule shoots, book crews and help manage a studio space.

**DEPARTMENTS WE HIRE FELLOWS FOR**

- **Coastal Living** ● If you have a passion for life on the water, Coastal Living is your ultimate must-have resource. With 10 issues published each year, Coastal Living introduces readers to homes, destinations, activities, and people along the Atlantic, Pacific, and Gulf shores of North America.

- **Cooking Light and CookingLight.com** ● Cooking Light provides inspiration and strategies to create food that’s delicious, easy and most importantly, healthy. Each recipe is tested by our staff of Test Kitchens professionals and registered dietitians to meet stringent nutritional requirements and high flavor standards.

  CookingLight.com is a trusted daily advisor and community hub that empowers readers with nutrition tips, quick, healthy recipes, web-exclusive videos, fitness guides, and expert resources to make enlightened choices about food, nutrition, and a healthful lifestyle.

- **MyRecipes.com** ● MyRecipes.com features the largest collection of professionally-tested recipes online from food experts at the magazines and cookbooks you love and trust—including Cooking Light, Southern Living, Sunset, Coastal Living, Real Simple, and more. The site delivers every type of recipe you could want, from decadent desserts to great-tasting healthy favorites with nutrition information that is reviewed by registered dietitians.

- **Oxmoor House** ● Are you a smart, high-energy person curious to learn how books and book-a-zines in the lifestyle categories of cooking, homes, style, and gardening come to life from concept to published work? Are you eager to work on projects for multiple brands, such as Cooking Light, Southern Living, Coastal Living, Sunset, or Real Simple? Do you have strong research and writing skills that you are ready to put into action? If so, we invite you to apply for a yearlong deep dive into the world of book publishing.

- **Southern Living** ● Southern Living celebrates the distinct cultural, epicurean and stylistic diversity of the modern South. It is the insider's guide to southern culture, recipes, décor and travel. Southern Living celebrates the best of Southern life. We share authentic experiences and advance Southern culture through core editorial pillars that include Home & Garden, Style/Beauty, Travel and Food.

- **Time Inc. Food Studios** ● Located in Birmingham, Alabama, the Time Inc. Food Studios is a state-of-the-art facility featuring 28 test kitchens, 13 photo studios, a prop and styling studio, an outdoor grill/BBQ station and an expansive showcase kitchen and tasting room for demonstrations and events. Powered by a talented team of test kitchen professionals, stylists, and photographers, the Time Inc. Food Studios is the country's premier creative hub, producing thousands of world class recipes, images and related content for Time Inc's print, cookbook, digital and social platforms.

MORE INFO ● VISIT TIMEINC.COM/CAREERS/INTERNSHIPS OR FOLLOW @TIMEINCCEAREERS